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River Simulation and Management 
Chapter 1 
Introduction and Overview 
The Nile River Basin is spread over ten countries covering an area of about 3.1 million km2, or 
approximately 10 percent of the African continent. The river discharge per unit drainage area is 
relatively small, and almost all of the Nile water is generated from 20 percent of the basin, while 
the remainder is in arid or semi-arid areas. The Nile Basin encompasses five main regions 
(Figure 1): (a) the Equatorial Lake sub-basin within the countries of Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya, 
Rwanda, Burundi, and Congo, (b) the Sudd, the Bahr el Ghazal, and the Sobat River Basin (in 
Sudan and Ethiopia), (c) the White Nile (in Sudan) connecting the Sudd with the Blue Nile, (d) 
the Blue Nile and Atbara Rivers draining parts of Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Sudan, and (e) the Main 
Nile flowing through Northern Sudan and Egypt. Each region has distinct hydrologic features, 
water use requirements, and development opportunities. 
The Nile River Simulation and Management (Nile RSM) module is a tool developed to assess the 
benefits and tradeoffs associated with various basin wide water development and management 
options. The guiding principles for the development of this module are outlined below: 
The data of the Nile RSMshould be shared and agreed upon by the Nile Basin nations; 
The Nile RSM should be based on sound and current scientijic and engineering 
approaches able to handle the Nile Basin size, natural complexity, and range of 
development and management options; It should also include functionalities useful for 
users of varying technical backgrounds and experience, from novice to advanced; 
The Nile RSM should be a neutral decision support tool; Thus, its overriding purpose 
should be to objectively assess the benefits and tradeoffs associated with various water 
development and sharing strategjes that may interest the Nile Basin partners individually 
or as an interdependent community of nations; 
The Nile RSM should be sustainable and adaptable as k ture  needs arise; The 
implications of this are twofold: First, the Nile RSM should be based on widely supported 
computational technology and should be expandable to incorporate new data and 
applications; Second, effective technology and know-how building mechanisms should be 
implemented during the Nile RSM development as well as for the long term. 
The Nile RSM is designed to support regional (sub-basin) and basin-wide planning purposes. Its 
function is to process the data and quantify the response of the basins for alternative hydrologic, 
water use, and development/management scenarios. To this end, the Nile RSM includes models 
that fall under the categories of (a) river and reservoir simulation, (b) system optimization, and 
(c) scenario assessment. The model purpose, methodology, and application range are discussed 
in the chapters that follow. 
The report is organized in seven chapters and four appendices. Chapter 2 reviews reservoir 
characteristics and other system data. Chapter 3 describes the forecasting models for the net 
basin supplies and tributary inflows. Chapter 4 takes up the development of routing models for 
the various river reaches from Lake Albert to the High Aswan Dam. Chapter 5 synthesizes the 
elements of the simulation model and incorporating it within the decision model. It also 
elaborates on the underlying mathematical details of the optimization scheme, as well as on 
simpler reservoir regulation rules. Chapter 6 discusses several applications of the decision 
system designed to (1) test its validity and (2) present examples of scei~ario investigations 
pertaining to the Equatorial Lake regulation, the construction of hydro power facilities in 
Ethiopia, and the implications of the Jonglei Canal. Lastly, Chapter 7 summarizes the 
conclusions and includes several recommendations for further developments. The appendices 
include various system characteristics and supporting mathematical material. 
The Nile RSM is part of the Nile DST software package. Software usage is described in a series 
of separate documents. 
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Figure 1.1: A Map of the Nile Basin 
Chapter 2 
System Description and Data 
The purpose of this section is to provide background on the Nile river system and its water 
resources development and management potential. To this end, Section 2.1 provides a basin 
wide overview; Section 2.2 summarizes various system data and information. 
2.1 Nile River Hydrology Overview 
Equatorial Lake Region 
The Equatorial Lake region encompasses Lakes Victoria, Kyoga, and Albert and their drainage 
basins. The lakes are connected through the Victoria and Kyoga Niles and form a cascade 
containing vast quantities of water. The combined lake storage capacity (within the historical 
fluctuation range) is 260 billion cubic meters (bcrn), 215 bcrn of which pertain to Lake Victoria. 
Lake Victoria has a drainage basin of about 263,000 square kilometers (including 69,000 square 
kilometers of lake area) and contributes almost 90% of .the total equatorial lake outflow. The bi- 
modal rainfall pattern over the lake plateau (with a higher peak in April-May and a lesser peak in 
October-November) and the dampening storage effect of Lake Victoria give rise to a seasonally 
uniform lake outflow. Over the 1905-1977 time frame, annual lake outflow (at the exit of Lake 
Albert) has varied from a maximum of 64.6 bcrn per year to a minimum of 10.8 bcrn per year 
with an annual average of 28.4 bcm. However, for the last 14 years of this record (1963-1 977), 
average lake outflow nearly doubled (to about 49 bcrn per year). Lake levels and outflows 
continue to be considerably higher than those recorded during the first sixty years of the 
twentieth century. 
Lake Victoria is regulated by the Owen Falls hydroelectric Dam, while Lakes Kyoga and Albert 
are presently unregulated. Kyoga is situated 100 kilometers downstream from Victoria and is 
100 meters lower in elevation. Albert (Mobutu Sese Seco) is situated 200 kilometers 
downstream from Kyoga and is 41 0 meters lower in elevation. Notwithstanding environmental 
concerns, the steep topography of the Victoria and Kyoga   ilks is conducive to hydroelectric 
development. In addition to Owen Falls and its extension, other potential hydroelectric sites 
could raise the total generation capacity to 2300 MW. 
Food production in the Equatorial Lake region is primarily based on rain-fed agriculture. 
However, the water master plans of the Equatorial Lake Nations also include large scale irrigated 
agric~lltural developments. In this regard, consumptive water use could potentially approach 5 to 
10 bcrn per year over the next 40 to 50 years, especially in view of a rapidly rising population. 
Sudd, Bahr el Chazal, and Sobat 
Exiting Lake Albert, the Nile flows north to Nimule at the Ugandan-Sudanese border. From 
here, it changes name from Albert Nile to Bahr el Jebel, receives the contribution of several 
tributaries known as Torrents, reaches Mongala, and soon thereafter enters the Sudd. Over the 
191 3 to 1971 time period, the flow at Mongala varied from a 64 bcrn per year maximum to a 15.3 
bcrn per year minimum, with a 3 1 bcrn per year average. Most of the water comes from Lake 
Albert with the Torrents contributing an average of 4.8 bcrn per year. Much like the Sudd 
rainfall, the flow of the Torrents is highly seasonal occurring from May to November. 
Below Mongala, the river enters the Sudd swamps, spills over its banks, and inundates the 
adjacent flood plains. The extent of the flooded area varies with flow, but in the 1979-1 980 
period it was estimated to be 30,000 square kilometers (Sutcliffe and Parks, 1999). In the Sudd, 
evaporation exceeds rainfall by about 1300 millimeters per year, causing most of the spilled 
water to evaporate. At Malakal, where the river and its bifurcations emerge from the Sudd, only 
half of the Mongala flow remains. Specifically, over the 191 3-1 97 1 time period, the flow at 
Malakal averaged 15.2 bcrn per year. The percent reduction of the flow increases in wet years 
and decreases in dry years. From 1963 to 1971 the average annual flow at Mongala was 55.02 
bcm, while the flow at Malakal was 2 1.4 bcm, representing a 61 % reduction. 
The seasonal cycle of wetland flooding and drying is a key element of the ecology and the 
economy of the Sudd. Howell et al. ( 1  988) and Sutcliffe and Parks (1999) explain that the 
swamps are either permanent wetland areas (i.e., wetlands that remain flooded throughout the 
year) or seasonal wetland areas (i.e., wetlands that are flooded during the rainy season and 
uncovered during the dry season, from December to April). Seasonal swamps are most valuable 
to the local economy as they support cattle grazing during the dry season. In 1979- 1980 nearly 
half of the wetlands were seasonal swamps. Permanent wetland areas are habitats of a rich 
diversity of plant and animal life. 
The Jonglei Canal was first proposed (Garstin, 1904) as a water conservation project to reduce 
evaporation in the Sudd and augment the Nile flow. In Phase I1 of the project, the Canal would 
divert up to 43 million cubic meters per day from Bahr el Jebel at Bor, before significant over 
bank spillage would occur, by-pass the swamps, and discharge into the Sobat River immediately 
before its junction with the White Nile. From a water conservation standpoint, the canal benefit 
would depend on its operating rule (partitioning the flow between the Bahr el Jebel and Jonglei) 
as well as on the flow regulation exercised by Lake Albert. From the standpoint of the local 
population, the canal should support and enhance Sudd's cattle grazing potential. 
The Bahr el Ghazal and its tributaries (Bahr el Arab, Lol, Jur, Tonj and others) drain an area of 
more than 500,000 square kilometers. As in the Sudd, rainfall over the basin occurs between 
March and October and generates seasonal runoff (June to November) averaging 11 to 14 bcm 
per year. Over bank spillage occurs extensively in the basin over a variable wetland area ranging 
from 4,000 to 17,000 square kilometers (Sutcliffe and Parks, 1999). Wetland evaporation is so 
significant that when the river joins Bahr el Jebel at Lake No, its flow contribution is minimal 
(0.4 bcm per year). 
Water conservation projects have also been proposed for the Bahr el Ghazal river basin. The 
potential water benefits from ,these projects are estimated at 5 to 8 bcm per year (UNDP, 198 1, 
Fahmy and Fahmy, 198 I), but these estimates are based on insufficient data. As in the Sudd, the 
seasonal wetlands of the Bahr el Ghazal enable cattle grazing during the dry season and are 
crucial for the survival of the local population. 
Below Lake No, the river is known as the White Nile and flows eastward until it joins the Sobat 
River, a few kilometers upstream of Malakal. Sobat's main tributaries, Baro, Akobo, and Pibor, 
drain portions of Ethiopia and southern Sudan, and contribute an average of 13.7 bcrn per year 
(as estimated by the 19 13 to 197 1 flow record) to the White Nile. Sobat's rainfall is seasonal 
from April to October and so is its streamflow (from June to November). Before joining Pibor, 
Baro spills an average of 2.8 bcrn per year to the adjacent Machar Marshes (Jonglei Investigation 
Team, 1954). Water conservation projects have been proposed to minimize spillage and 
augment the flow of the White Nile. However, the impacts of the conservation projects for the 
local population are not fully understood. 
White Nile 
From Malakal, the White Nile flows north toward Khartoum, a distance of approximately 840 
kilometers, on a very mild channel slope with no significant additions to flow. Tlie Gebel el 
Aulia Dam dominates this part of the basin. The dam is located 40 kilometers upstream of the 
confluence with the Blue Nile, but its backwater effects (on river stage and flow) extend 600 
kilometers upstream to Melut. The reservoir has a storage capacity of 3.5 bcrn and its principal 
purpose is to raise the river stage and facilitate the pumping of irrigation water. Evaporation 
losses are estimated at 3.5 bcrn per year, and current irrigation withdrawals amount to 1.5 bcrn 
per year. Significant backwater effects occurred even before the construction of the Gebel el 
Aulia Dam, especially during the Blue Nile flood season. During such times, surface debris has 
been seen to float down the Blue and up the White Nile for several kilometers (Hurst, 1950). 
Because of this peculiar river response, evaporation losses cannot be fully avoided by modifying 
the reservoir operating rules. An estimated lower limit for the evaporation losses is 1.7 to 2 bcrn 
per year. 
Blue Nile and Atbara 
The Blue Nile originates from Lake Tana far up in the Ethiopian highlands and spirals down 
toward Sudan in deep gorges. The distance from Lake Tana io the Ethiopian-Sudanese border 
(Diem) is 900 river-kilometers, and the elevation drop is nearly 1300 meters. At the border, the 
river enters the Sudanese plains and flows toward Khartoum for another 700 kilometers of mildly 
sloped terrain. The climate of the Ethiopian plateau is influenced by the migration of the Inter- 
tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) which produces heavy rains from June to September and dry 
conditions for the rest of the year. As a result, the Blue Nile is highly seasonal with most flow 
occurring from July to October. At Diem the river averages 50 bcrn per year, but during 
exceptionally wet or dry years, it may exceed 70 bcrn or fall below 30 bcrn per year. Below 
Diem, Dinder and Rahad add another 4 bcrn to the annual flow, but reservoir evaporation and 
channel conveyance losses detract 2.5 to 3 bcm. 
With the exception of two relatively small Sudanese reservoirs (Roseires and Sennar) and a 
hydroelectric weir below Lake Tana, no other regulation projects exist along the Blue Nile. 
However, the topography of the basin in Ethiopia can support a series of major hydroelectric and 
storage projects (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Study, 1964). The characteristics of these projects 
(i-e., Lake Tana, Karadobi, Mabil, Mendaia, and Border) and those of Roseires and Sennar are 
summarized later in this Chapter. Full hydropower development in Ethiopia could create 62 bcrn 
of combined reservoir storage and 5700 MW of hydroelectric power capacity. The benefits and 
implications of such projects are important for Ethiopia and all Nile Basin Nations. 
Presently, large scale irrigation takes place only in Sudan below Sennar (at the Managil and 
Gezira irrigation developments) using an estimated 15.3 bcrn of water per year. In fact, the 
primary purpose of Roseires and Sennar is to secure and divert this quantity to the irrigation 
areas. By contrast, food production in Ethiopia relies mainly on rain-fed agriculture. However, 
significant expansion of irrigated lands is possible in both countries, and extensive water 
withdrawals could develop in the near future. 
The last tributary of the Nile is the Atbara River which drains parts of Ethiopia (north of Lake 
Tana), Eritrea, and Sudan. Atbara contributes an average flow of 12 bcrn per year in a highly 
seasonal pattern similar to that of the Blue Nile. The river provides water for irrigation (at 1.5 
bcrn annually) and energy generation through the Khashm el Girba reservoir. 
Main Nile 
The Main Nile encompasses the reaches from Khartoum to Wadi Halfa (1 500 kilometers), Lake 
Nasser (400 kilometers), and the Egyptian Nile from Aswan to the Mediterrannean Sea (1200 
kilometers). In this part of the basin, rainfall is minimal and evaporation losses are high. The 
reach from Khartoum to Wadi Halfa averages 2.5 bcrn of water losses per year, while the 
evaporation losses at Lake Nasser are estimated at 10 bcrn per year. The average inflow to Lake 
Nasser is 84 bcrn per year, but in this century, actual inflow has varied from a 125 bcrn per year 
high to a 40 bcrn per year low. The marked inflow variability underscores the importance of 
Lake Nasser as an over year storage reservoir. The 106 bcrn of active lake storage (between 147 
and 178 meters) provides much-needed security against severe droughts. When water levels 
exceed 178 meters, the Toshka spillway diverts water to the desert to avoid downstream flooding 
and channel erosion. 
The old Aswan Dam is located six kilometers downstream of the High Aswan Dam and provides 
diurnal flow regulation. The power stations of the two dams have a combined power capacity of 
2721 MW. At present, Egypt uses 55.5 bcrn of water per year, primarily for irrigation. The 
water is delivered to farms through an elaborate network of irrigation canals. However, as with 
all Nile Basin Nations, water demands continue to rise. 
2.2 System Data Summary 
The Nile River Simulation and Management (Nile RSM) Module includes several existing and 
planned reservoirs across the Nile basin. Table 2.1 lists the elevation range and active storages 
(billion cubic meters, bcm) for all reservoirs currently in the system. Most reservoirs have 
hydroelectric generation units, the number and capacities of which are shown on Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Hydroelectric Plant Generation Capacities 
Other reservoir data, including elevation versus storage curves, tail water curves, and hydro 
turbine characteristics are included in Appendices A and B. 
Inflows are key inputs to the hydro system. The available common period of the historical 
records is from 1912 to 1977. Table 2.3 reports the monthly inflow means in mcmlday; the 
associated standard deviations are included in Table 2.4. The annual inflows at all locations are 
plotted in Figure 2.1. Other inflow statistics and graphs of 10-day inflow sequences are included 
in Appendix C. 
Table 2.3: Historical Monthly Mean Inflows (mcdday) 
Table 2.4: Historical Monthly Inflow Standard Deviations 
Table 2.5 lists the net evaporation rates of the other reservoirs used in this study. For the 
Equatorial Lakes, the net basin supplies incorporate rainfall and evaporation losses; therefore, net 
evaporation rates are zero. 
Table 2.5: 1 0-day Net Evaporation Rate (mmfday) 
Irrigation withdrawals refer to water taken out of the river and lake system and not available for 
downstream users. Where unavailable, the seasonal evapotranspiration pattern is used to 
determine the 10-day distribution of annual withdrawals. This distribution is different from 
location to location and is an input model parameter. The withdrawal pattern is specified as a 
fraction of the annual volume for each 10-day period. A typical distribution for selected 
locations is shown in Table 2.6. 
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Chapter 3 
River Routing Models 
This Chapter describes the development of river routing models for the various reaches of 
the White and Main Nile from Pakwatch (Lake Albert exit) to Dongola (HAD entrance). 
No routing models are developed for the river reaches on the Blue Nile because of the 
current unavailability of historical data. The models are of two types, one based on linear 
regression methods and another based on neural network theory. Both neural network 
and regression models fall in the "black box" category. Physically-based models are 
another alternative, but have not been considered in this work due to the long river extent 
and the limited availability of longitudinal and cross-sectional data. Assessment of model 
performance is conducted via comparisons with historical data. The routing model time 
resolution is 10 days. 
3.1. The Reach from Pakwatch to Mongala 
This reach (see Figure I. 1) receives the outflow from Lake Albert and discharges at 
Mongala after accepting significant contributions from several Torrents in Sudan. It is a 
fairly short reach, about 300 krn long, with a peculiar hydrologic behavior: The outflow at 
Mongala is the inflow at Pakwatch augmented by the Torrent contribution during the wet 
season. If the flow is below 100 mcm per day, the flow at Mongala records a water gain 
over the combined Pakwatch-Torrent flow input; however, when the flow is high, water is 
lost. 
The 10-day historical flows from 1958 to 1967 at Pakwatch, Torrents, and Mongala are 
shown in Figure 3.1. Correlation analysis indicates that the flow at Mongala depends 
mainly on (1) the flow at Pakwatch, (2) the flows of the Torrents during the same ten-day 
period, and (3) the flow of the previous 10-day period at Mongala. 
A linear regression model was developed and has the following form: 
+ 0.3295462 Q, (kJ 
where QMngl(k) and QMXr(k-l) are the flows during periods k and (k-1) at Mongala, QPkwtch(k) is
the flow during period k at Pakwatch, and Qnnt(k) is the flow during period k from the Torrents. 
~ ~ ( k )  is a white random process representing model errors. 
The performance of the model is evaluated by comparing the predicted with the actual values at 
Mongala over the historical period (Figure 3.2). The blue line represents the actual series while 
the red line represents model predictions. The figure shows that model predictions and actual 
values correspond fairly well both on the high as well as the low flows. The scatter plot of the 
simulated versus observed flows is shown in Figure 3.3, which indicates a very good 
correspondence over the full range of flow. Figure 3.4 shows the error sequence. It shows that 
the regression residuals are fairly uncorrelated, with a lag-1 correlation coefficient of about 0.3. 
The error mean is 0 (mcrnld), and the error standard deviation is 6.3 million cubic meters per 
day, m c d d ,  which represents 5% of the mean flow value and compares favorably to the 12.24 
m c d d  reported in Panattoni et al., 1978. The correlation coefficient between predicted and 
actual values is 0.99 
Other regression formulations were also examined. The regression statistics are summarized in 
Table 3.1. The number of Pervious Periods Used in the table indicates how many terms are used 
in the regression as input variables for the selected parameter. For example, a value of 1 for 
Pakwatch indicates one term is used in the regression model, namely, the flows of the current 
period. Clearly, the formulation presented above provides the best fit and includes the smallest 
number of terms. 
Table 3.1: Routing Model Statistics for the Pakwatch-Mongala Reach 
A neural network model was also developed for comparison purposes. The neural network has a 
structure of three layers, one output node, three hidden nodes, and three input nodes (Figure 3.5). 
The first input represents the inflow at Pakwatch, the second represents the inflow from .the 
Torrents, and the third represents the flow of the previous period at Mongala. The model 
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historical data pairs. After 20,000 iterations the training procedure converges to its optimal 
parameter values representing network weights, biases, and error means and standard deviations 
(Table 3.2). 
A detailed account of the application of neural network and regression theory to hydrologic 
models can be found in Georgakakos et al., 19953, and will not be duplicated here. The error 
standard deviation is 4.86 million cubic meters per day (or 4% of the mean flow), while the the 
error mean is 2.46 (mcmld). The correlation coefficient between the predicted and actual values 
is 0.9952. 
Previous Periods Used 
As indicated by the error statistics, both models exhibit good performance, but the regression 
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Figure 3.5: NN Layout for Mongala 
Table 3.2: Neural Network Parameters from Pakwatch to Mongala 
(2,3) (3.1) Bias 
3.2. The Reach from Mongala to Malakal 
After Mongala, the river enters a region of very mild slopes and extensive swamps (Sudd). In this 
area, evaporation losses are high, especially during the rainy season when most of the river's 
water overflows into the surrounding wetlands. The Sobat River joins the White Nile just 
upstream Malakal. Following Panattoni et al., 1978, an essential step in the development of 
routing models for this reach is to represent the water losses. Then, inflow at Malakal would 
simply be the inflow at Mongala minus the losses plus the inflow of Sobat. This river reach is 
also depicted in Figure 1.1. 
The contemporaneous historical ten-day flow data from 191 2 to 1975 for Mongala, Sobat and 
Malakal are plotted in Figure 3.6. Several regression formulations were examined. The 
corresponding statistics are reported in Table 3.3. The model with two terms from Mongala and 
one term from Sudd Loss has the best statistics and is most parsimoneous. The formulation 
corresponding to this model is given by: 
0.9522 Qm,, ( k  - 1) + 0.9435 Q , ,  ( k  - 1) - 1.0379 + E, (k), 
where Qhs(k) is the water loss of period k, and QMnd(k) is the flow of period k at Mongala. 
The simulated series from the regression model and the actual series are plotted on Figure 3.7. 
The scatter plot of the simulated versus observed flows is shown in Figure 3.8, which indicates a 
very good correspondence over the full range of the flow. Figure 3.9 shows the regression error 
sequence, which indicates that the regression error appears to be white. The lag-1 error 
correlation coefficient is less than 0.23. The error standard deviation is 2.08 mcmlday (or 2.3% 
of the Malakal flow) and a correlation coefficient (simulated versus observed) of 0.9974. By 
comparison, the standard error reported in Panattoni et al., 1978, is 6.546 mcrnlday. 
Table 3.3: Routing Model Statistics for Malakal Flows 
A significant water project proposed for this reach is the construction of the Jonglei Canal which, 
at the completion of its second phase, would have the capacity to pass approximately 43 
mcdday  from Jonglei to Malakal. Since the decision system is to be used as a planning and 
assessment tool, there is a need to simulate the hydrologic regime at the Sudd after the 
construction of this Canal. This is a difficult task, particularly because of the limited information 
regarding the operation rules of the Canal and its hydraulic characteristics. It was, thus, decided 
to adopt the following approach. If Mongala flow is less than the natural "safe" flow level of 30 
mcdday, all flow passes through the natural channel. If there is flow in excess of 30 mcmlday, 
the extra water passes through the Jonglei Canal until the canal capacity is reached. If the water 
flow is in excess of the 73 mcdday (natural "safe" flow threshold plus Jonglei Canal capacity), 
the extra flow passes again through the natural channel and is subject to the losses predicted by 
the previous regression equation. 
As before, a neural network model (Figure 3.10) with three layers, one output node, three hidden 
nodes, and three input nodes is developed. The first input represents the flow of the current 
period k at Mongala, the second represents the inflow of the previous period k-1 at Mongala, and 
the third input represents the loss of the previous period k-1 at Malakal. The output is the flow 
loss of the current period k at Malakal. 
The neural network parameters and statistics are summarized in Table 3.4. The error standard 
deviation is 2.046 mcdday (again, approximately 2% of the average Malakal flow), the error 
mean is 0.023 mcdday,  and the correlation coefficient between estimated and actual values is 
0.9973. Overall, there is a very good correspondence between the estimated and observed values. 
However, in view of the comparable performance of the regression and neural network 
models and the fewer parameters of the regression model, it is selected as the Nile RSM 
routing model for this reach. 
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Figure 3.7: Routing Model Results 
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3.3. The Reach from Malakal to Melut 
This is a short reach with no significant tributaries. Correlation analysis shows that the flow at 
Melut mainly depends on the discharge at Malakal and the flow of the previous period at Melut. 
The map of this river reach is shown in Figure 1.1. 
The contemporaneous historical ten-day flow data from 1948 to 1977 for Malakal and Melut are 
plotted in Figure 3.1 1. Several regression formulations were examined. The corresponding 
statistics are reported in Table 3.5. The model with two terms from Malakal and one term from 
Melut exhibits good performance and has the smallest number of terms. The formulation 
corresponding to this model is given by: 
QMI, (k) = 0.787 1429 QMk1 (k) - 0.64 10 149 QMM@ -1) + 0.859542 Q,,, (k - 1) 
- 0.4866521 + s3(k) , 
where QMlt(k) is the flow of period k at Melut, QMlkl(k) is the flow of period k at Malakal, 
and c3(k) is a random error term. 
The simulated series from the regression model and the actual series are plotted on Figure 
3.12. The scatter plot of the simulated versus observed flows is shown in Figure 3.13, 
which indicates a very good correspondence over the full range of the flow. Figure 3.14 
shows the regression error sequence. The lag-1 error correlation coefficient is 0.23. The 
error standard deviation is 2.36 mcmlday (2.6% of the average flow at Melut) and a 
correlation coefficient (between simulated and observed values) of 0.9974. 








































The neural network model is shown on Figure 3.15 and has two input, two hidden, and one 
output nodes. The first input represents the flow at Malakal while the second represents the flow 
of the previous period at Melut. The output is the flow of the current period at Melut. The 
network parameters weights, biases, and the mean error and its standard deviation are given in 
Table 3.6. The correspondence is good with an estimated error standard deviation of 2.44 
mcmlday and an error mean of -0.0033 mcmlday. The correlation coefficient between the 
estimated and the actual values is 0.996. 
In view of the comparable performance of the regression and neural network models and the fewer 
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Figure 3.15: Routing Model Results 
Table 3.6: Neural Network Parameters for the Reach from Malakal to Melut 
3.4. The Reach from Melut to Mogren 
This reach includes the Gebel El Aulia reservoir and is dominated by backwater effects 
extending several hundred kilometers upstream. As the operation rules of Gebel Aulia 
affect the transport of water through this reach, it is herein handled as a reservoir rather 
than a routing reach. The modeling philosophy is discussed in the following chapter. 
3.5. The Reach from Mogren to Dongola (HAD Entrance) 
This reach extends for over 1500 krn and receives input from three major tributaries: The 
White Nile, Blue Nile, and the River Atbara. A map of this river reach is shown in Figure 
1.1. The contemporaneous historical ten-day flow data from 19 12 to 1982 for the White 
Nile at Mogren, the Blue Nile at Khartoum, and the River Atbara at Atbara are plotted in 
Figure 3.16. 
Several regression formulations were examined. The corresponding statistics are reported 
in Table 3.7. The model with three terms for Mogren, three terms for Khartoum, 
two terms for Atbara, and two terms for Dongola has the best'statistics. The formulation 
corresponding to this model is given by: 
where QHAD(k) is the flow during period k at the entrance of the High Aswan Dam, QGA(k) is 
flow at the exit of Gebel El Aulia (flow at Mogren), Qslnl(k) is the flow of the Blue Nile at 
Khartoum, QAlbr(k) is the flow at Atbara, and 
The simulated series from the regression model and the actual series are plotted on Figure 3.17. 
The scatter plot of the simulated versus observed flows is shown in Figure 3.18, which indicates 
a very good correspondence over the full range of the flow. Figure 3.19 shows the regression 
error sequences. The lag-1 error correlation coefficient is 0.25. The error standard deviation is 
24.15 mcmlday (approximately 10% of the average Dongola flow) and a correlation coefficient 
of 0.9946. 
Table 3.7: Routing Model Statistics for Dongola Flows 
Models 
A neural network model was also developed for this reach. Its structure is shown in Figure 3.20. 
It includes three layers, 10 input nodes, 10 hidden nodes, and one output node. The first three 
inputs represent the current and two previous flows at Mogren, the next three inputs represent the 
current and two previous flows at Khartoum, nodes 7 and 8 represent the current and previous 
flows at Atbara, and the last two input nodes represent the two previous flows at Dongola. (Prior 
to the construction of the High Aswan Dam, flow records were kept at Wadi Halfa.) 
Table 3.8 lists the neural network weights, biases, mean error and standard deviation. The 
simulated error standard deviation is 22.38 mcrnlday, and the error mean is -0.0033 mcmlday. 
The correlation coefficient between the estimated and the actual values is 0.9954. In view of the 
comparable performance of the regression and neural network models and the fewer parameters 
of the regression model, it is selected as the Nile RSM routing model for this reach. 
For a river reach with 1500 krn long, the time lag of the routing model is an important issue. Our 
simulations indicate that the regression model can correctly predict the peak and low flows with 
no time delays. Figure 3.21 provides an example of the comparison between the predicted and 





















3.6. River Reaches on Blue Nile and Atbara River 
No routing models are developed for Blue Nile and Atbara river reaches because of the 
unavailability of long historical records. However, in the Nile RSM simulation model, a 
water transmission coefficient p is assigned to each reach. This coefficient is used as 
follows: Assume tlie flow at the beginning of a river reach is WI. Then the flow at the 
end of the reach W2 is computed from 
where I(k) is local inflow, and D(k) is withdrawal, if any. The water transmission 
coefficient is user specifiable. A recommended value is 1% reduction of flow for every 
100 km river length. 
Chapter 4 
l nflow Forecasting 
Inflow forecasts are critical in river basin management. Accurate, multi-lead forecasts translate 
into concrete benefits such as more energy generation, more effective drought mitigation, and 
better flood protection. Indeed, high inflow forecasts when reservoirs are nearly full necessitate 
higher turbine releases, more energy generation, and less spillage. Similarly, during droughts, 
inflow forecasting would determine whether to continue to release as usual or to reduce releases, 
sustaining water supplies longer. 
This section describes the inflow forecasting model developed as part of the Nile DST. The 
model generates probabilistic forecasts with long lead times. Such forecasts are used to derive 
probabilistic sequences for key variables such as reservoir elevations, releases, and energy 
generation, and thus affect the selection of optimal policies. 
The forecasting model is called historical analog (HA) inflow forecasting model. The central 
premise of this model is that streamflows materialize as a result of a nonlinear, deterministic, and 
chaotic hydro-meteorological process orbiting around an unknown attractor. Although the 
attractor is not easily definable, this hypothesis leads to the following scenario: If the process is 
presently at a certain point in its orbit, its future position can be reasonably inferred by observing 
the movement it experienced on similar occasions in the past. It is noted that a process point may 
not just simply be the inflow value at a particular time period, but it may include a number of 
previous inflows, depending on the dimensionality of the unknown attractor. 
The HA forecasting model can also be corroborated from a different angle. Strearnflows are the 
result of the rainfall-runoff process, and the values they have over a certain time period, to a 
certain extent, reflect the existing soil moisture and surface storage conditions in the drainage 
basin. Thus, even under two different climatic scenarios (of rainfall, evaporation, etc.), a basin 
initially tends to respond in a similar fashion until a time when it iiforgets" its initial hydrologic 
conditions and moves on to a different state. This, in fact, is the underlying notion for the 
Extended Streamflow Prediction (ESP) approach to streamflow forecasting. 
Motivated by the above intuitive concepts, the HA forecasting model "searches" into the 
historical record and selects several inflow traces which, at some time in the past, have started 
from conditions similar to those of the current inflow sequence. Each one of these traces is a 
possible future realization of the inflow process, and all together constitute a set on which to base 
probabilistic, multi-lead forecasts. 
The procedure of the HA model is described herein .through an example. Suppose that we are 
presently at April 1 st, and the previous periods' inflows have been WI, W2, ..., W, , where 
subscript " 1 " represents the preceding period (last day in March), "2" the day before that, etc. n is 
a parameter called analog corridor length. WI, W2, ..., W, are the most recent flows at the 
beginning of the forecasts. The next step is to retrieve all inflow traces of the same month and 
date as the W1, W2, ..., W, from the historical record and compute their Euclidian distance, Ej 
,from the current sequence within the corridor: 
where m is the total number of years of the historical record; ~ i '  is the historical flow of year j 
which has the same calendar date as Wi; and Ej is the norm measuring the distance of the current 
flows Wi and w;. A small value of Ej means that Wi and W, are similar and close. This implies 
that it is very likely that the flows following the corridor period will be close and similar. The 
flows following W; are known (in the historical record) and can be used as the forecasts of the 
flows following Wi. For the generation of multiple forecast traces, we rank the Ej's from smallest 
to largest, and select the flows in the record following W; in the top portion of the ranked list. 
Figure 4.1 depicts the HA concept with two forecasting traces selected. 
Current Time 
Figure 4.1: Historical Analog Selection Scheme 
The HA model has two parameters: the analog corridor length and the number of traces. The 
length of the analog corridor is related to the "memory" of the basin, namely, the time period 
influenced by the current hydrologic conditions. Three to five months have been found to be 
appropriate and are currently used in the Nile DST. The number of the generated traces depends 
on the available data records and the requirements for statistical significance. It is recommended 
that one third of the total record be used, which implies 20 traces. Calibration of these two 
parameters can be done through retrospective simulations with the historical records. For detailed 
information on parameter calibration and simulation, the reader is referred to Yao and 
Georgakakos, 200 1. 
The application of the above procedure to multi-site inflow situations is straight forward. 
To apply the forecasting model, we need long concurrent records for all locations. As an 
example, a model application is shown for the period from January 1, 1960 to December 2 1, 
1960. The corridor length is five 10-days, the number of forecasted traces is 20, and the 
forecasting horizon is 12 months. Figures 4.3 ad to 4.4 show the forecasted 10-day inflow traces 
at selected locations. The observed historical sequences are also plotted in the same chart with 
thicker red lines. The results show that the observed sequences stay within the range of the 
forecasted traces over most of the forecast horizon. 
The effectiveness of the forecasting model is assessed via two simulation statistics: forecast 
reliability and relative uncertainty range. Reliability is defined as the percentage of time that the 
observed data is within the range of the forecast traces. The relative uncertainty range is the 
average ratio of the forecast range to the corresponding historical inflow range. Clearly, the 
higher the reliability and the smaller the relative uncertainty range, the better the forecasting 
model. Simulation study shows that the Historical Analog model exhibits 80% reliability for all 
locations through out different months of a year, while the relative uncertainty range varying 
from 0.1 to 1, with average value about 0.5. Overall, the model shows good forecast skill and 
reliability. 
Historical Analog Forecasting Sample Traces; Victoria Net Basin Supply 
(Thick Line=Observed) 
Figure 4.2: HA Forecasting Sample Traces for Victoria Net Basin Supply 

Chapter 5 
Decision Model and Reservoir Regulation Rules 
5.1. System Dynamics 
The system dynamics are a set of equations which describe the response of the various system 
elements (reservoirs and routing reaches) to various inflow and release scenarios. The dynamics 
of the reservoirs are modeled by water balance equations, while that of the routing reaches by the 
routing equations discussed in Chapter 3. These equations are assembled below. 
Equatorial Lakes (Victoria, Kyoga, and Albert): 
The water balance equations of the equatorial lakes are given by: 
where the subscripts V, K, A respectively pertain to quantities of Lakes Victoria, Kyoga, and 
Albert; S(k) is the storage at the beginning of period k, R(k) is the release during period k; W(k) 
is the net basin supply during period k; D(k) is a water demand during period k; k is the time 
interval corresponding to ten days; and N is the time horizon of the decision model. 
Lake Albert Exit (Pakwatch) to Mongala: 
where QMngl(k) is the average daily flow at Mongala in million cubic meters (mcrnld) during time 
period k, RA(k) is the release of Lake Albert (billion cubic meters per period), QTmt(k) is the daily 
average flow of the Torrents (mcrnld), ~ ~ ( k )  is the model error presumed (previous chapter) to be 
a white, normal sequence with mean zero and variance 6.332 ( m ~ d d a ~ ) ~ ,  UF is a unit conversion 
factor equal to the number of days in each period k (usually 10 or 1 1, but also 9 or 8 in the last 
period of February) divided by 1000 (conversion of bcm to mcm), a, =O. 1630749, a2 = 
0.3295462, a3 = 0.7385824, and a4 =7.317859. 
Mongala to Malakal: 
Q, (I<) = bl QhgI (k) + b2 Qmgl (k -1) + b3 QLss (k-1) + b4 + ~2 ('1 
where Qhs(k) is the daily average loss (mcdd)  in this reach during time period k, Qmgl(k) is the 
flow at Mongala as defined previously, and b,, b2, b3, b4, are regression coefficients: 
Lastly, &2(k) is a normal, white, zero-mean, random process with a variance of 2 .07~  (rncm/d12 . 
Flow at Malakal: 
where QMlkl(k) is the daily average flow at Malakal (mcdd),  QMngl(k) and QLss(k) are the flow at 
Mongala and the Sudd loss defined earlier, and Qsbt (k) is the daily average discharge of the 
Sobat River (mcmld). The rating curve at Malakal is provided in the appendix. 
Flow at Melut: 
where QMlt(k) is the daily average flow at Melut (mcdd),  ~ ( k )  is a normal white random 
sequence with mean zero and variance 2.362 (rncm/d)*, cl = 0.7871429, c2 =-0.64 10 149, c3 = 
0.859542, and cs = -0.4866521. The rating curve at Melut is reported in the appendix. 
Gebel El Aulia Reservoir: 
The response of the Gebel El Aulia reservoir is complicated by the very mild slope of the White 
Nile in this region, and as a result, a water balance equation of the kind used for the Equatorial 
Lakes is not adequate. To model the backwater effects extending over 600 Km upstream, we 
used the transfer function approach described by Panattoni et al., 1978. They define the net 
inflow of the Gebel El Aulia reservoir as follows: 
where IGA(k), SGA(k), eGA(k), AG~(k), dGA(k) represent the net inflow, storage, evaporation rate, 
surface area, and water withdrawal of the Gebel El Aulia reservoir, Q ~ l ~ ( k )  is the flow at Melut, 
and UF is the unit conversion factor. And then, they derive the relationship between the net 
inflow and reservoir outflow. The most significant terms of this transfer function correspond to 
the present and previous ten-day period associations of these two variables, whiIe the rest are at 
least one order of magnitude less and, most likely, represent a noise of the particular data used in 
the estimation process. Based on these observations, the following relationship between Gebel 
El Aulia net inflow and outflow is established: 
RGA(k)=0.48 IGA (k) + 0.52 IGA(k-l) .
Finally, combining the above equations and solving for the storage at time (k+l), results in the 
following dynamical equation for the Gebel El Aulia storage: 
where the unit conversion factor UF is indexed by the appropriate time period, and ~ ( k )  is a 
white normal random process representing the error of this approximation. Based on the 
discussion of Pavzattoni et. al., 1978, this error is assumed to have mean zero and variance 10.93~ 
(mcrn~d)~. 
The surface area and elevation of Gebel El Aulia is a rather complex function of reservoir storage 
as well as river stage at Melut and is given in the appendix. The appendix also includes the 
available data on the reservoir evaporation rates, water demands, target elevations, and storage 
and release constraints. 
Existing and Planned Reservoirs along the Blue Nile in Ethiopia: 
The water balance equations for the Ethiopian reservoirs are given by: 
~ T A  (' + 1) = S, ('1 + Wm (k) -RTA (k) -eTAATA [STA (k)] -DTA (k) 
SKA (k + 1) = S ,  (k) + W, (k) + p,R, (k) -R, (k)-e,A,[S, (k)]-D, (k) 
SMA (k + 1) = SMA ( 1 ~ )  + W, (k) + pmR, (k) - R, (k) -emA,,[S,, (k)] - D, (k) 
s, (k + 1) = SME(~<) +Wm (k)+ BwR,, (k) -R,(k)-e,A,[S,(k)]-D,(k) 
SBO (k + 1) = SBO (1~) + WBO (k) + BmB,R, (k) - RBo (k) - eBoABo [SBo (k)] - D,, (k) 
where the subscripts TA, KA, MA, ME, and BO respectively pertain to quantities of Lake Tana, 
Karadobi, Mabil, Mendaia, and Border; S (k) is the storage at the beginning of period k, R (k) is 
the release during period k; W (k) is the net basin supply during period k; D(k) is a water demand 
during period k; and P is the water transmission loss coefficient from the upstream to the 
downstream reservoir. 
Blue Nile Reservoirs in Sudan: 
The water balance equations for reservoirs Roseires and Sennar are given by: 
SRO (k + 1) = SRO (k) + Wm (k) + PBo, R,, (k) - RRO (k) - eRoARo [SRo (k)] - DRo (k) 
s s ~  (k + = S s ~  + W s ~  (k) + P R O s E R ~ O  (k) - RSE (k) - ~SEASE [ sE (k)] -DsE (k) 
where subscripts RO and SE respectively pertain to quantities of Roseires and Sennar; S(k) is the 
storage at the beginning of period k, R(k) is the release during period k; W(k) is the net basin 
supply during period k; D(k) is a water demand during period k; P is the water transmission loss 
coefficient from the upstream reservoir to downstream reservoir. 
Flow at Khartoum on Blue Nile: 
There were no historical records available for the Blue Nile to develop routing models. A simple 
water transmission loss in terms of the percentage of the total flow is used. The loss coefficient 
is specified for each river reach. 
Flow downstream of Dinder: 
where QDD is the flow downstream of Dinder junction; Rs~(k) is the release from Sennar; 
DSEDD(k) is the witlidrawal in the river segment from Sennar to Dinder; P is the water 
transmission loss coefficient. 
Flow downstream of Rahad: 
where QRA is the flow downstream of Rahad junction; WRA(k) is the inflow from Rahad; 
DDDRA(k) is the withdrawal in the river segment from Dinder to Rahad; P is the water 
transmission loss coefficient. 
Flow at Khartoum on Blue Nile: 
where QKT is the flow at Khartoum on Blue Nile, which represents the flow enters into the main 
Nile; DMT (k) is the withdrawal in the river segment from Rahad to Khartoum; P is the water 
transmission loss coefficient. 
Khashm el Girba Reservoir on Atbara River: 
The water balance for Kirshm Girba is given by: 
where S (k) is the storage at the beginning of period k, R (k) is the release during period k; W (k) 
is the inflow during period k; D(k) is a water demand during period k. 
Flow at Atbara: 
The release from reservoir Khashm el Girba enters into the Main Nile after some transmission 
loss. This flow is computed as below: 
where QAT is the flow entering the Main Nile from Atbara River; P is the water transmission loss 
coefficient. 
Gebel El Aulia Exit (Mogren) to HAD Entrance (Dongola): 
The respoilse of this routing reach has been modeled in the previous chapter and includes 
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the inputs from the flow at Khartoum on the Blue Nile and Atbara Rivers. The associated 
equation is as follows: 
where QHAD(k), QKT (k), and QAT (k) respectively represent the daily average flows at the HAD 
entrance, the Blue Nile at Khartoum, and the Atbara river, h A ( k )  is the release of the Gebel El 
Aulia during period k, E ~ ( ~ c )  is a white normal random process with mean zero and variance 
24.1 52 (mcm/d12, and d l  = 1.997358E-1, d2 = 3.787839E-1, d3 = -6.1653 13E-2, 
d4= 2.8917OOE-1, d5 = 6.042574E-1, d6= -3.850977E-1, d7= 4.4381 53E-1, d8= 8.737212E-2, 
d9= 4.635983E-1, d lo= 3.330314E-2, and d l ]  = -5.757032. 
High Aswan Dam: 
As in Georgakakos et al., 1995a, the High Aswan Dam response is modeled by the 
following water balance equation: 
where SHAD(k) represents HAD storage, RHAD(k) represents release, Q-(k) represents inflow, 
eHAD(k) represents evaporation rate, AHAD(k) represents surface area, snhk(k) represents spillage 
to Toshka (if any), and vHAD(k) represents a normal white random sequence with mean - 
0.0040 13 (bcm/l 0-day period) and variance 0.257634~ (bcmll 0-day period)2 which is used to 
model seepage and bank storage losses. 
The storage and release variables for all reservoirs are constrained to be within certain 
feasible ranges as follows: 
s'"'" (k) 5 S(k) 5 Sm^(k) k = 1,2, ... N, 
~ ' " ' " ( k )  5 R(k) 5 Rrn"(k) k = 1,2, ..., N. 
The upper and lower storage limits correspond to the reservoir conservation storage zones 
reported in the previous chapter. (Flood storage is not included in the conservation storage zone 
because the time resolution of the planning model is one 10-day. Namely, this storage is always 
assumed available to accommodate high frequency hydrologic events.) The lower release limits 
are constrained by environmental and water supply requirements both of which can change 
seasonally. The upper release bounds are determined based on hydro plant capacity and spillway 
capacity. 
The above equations describe the dynamics of the White, Blue, and Main Nile reservoirs and 
river reaches, in response to natural inputs such as net basin supplies and tributary inflows as 
well as controllable inputs such as reservoir releases. The objective of the control model is to 
determine reservoir release sequences that bring about a desirable system response. In this sense, 
a system response is the response of certain key variables, called state variables, the knowledge 
of which fully describe the condition of the system. For a typical reservoir system, these 
variables usually include only reservoir storages, but in the case of the Nile basin, they also 
encompass other quantities related to the response of the river reaches. 
5.2 State Augmentation 
The purpose of this section is to compile all system dynamics relationships into one vector 
equation of the following form: 
where S(k) is the state vector, u(k) is the vector of controllable quantities, c(k) is the vector of 
uncertain inputs, and f[ ] is the state transition (vector) function relating the previous quantities. 
This represents the systenz state equation and is a standard form necessary for the application of 
dynamic optimization (decision) methods. 
An important feature of the above equation is that the quantities of its right side pertain only to 
time period k. Namely, there are no time-lagged quantities involved. This equation is called 
state transition equation in control theory terminology. 
The state and coiltrol vectors are defined as: 
Then, the state transition functions for the entire system can be defined as shown below: 
f5 (k) = blf4 (k) + b2S4 (k) + b3(k)SS +b4+c2 (k) 
f6 (k) = f, (k) + Q,,, (k) - f, (k) 
f7 (k) = clf6 (k) + c2S6 (k) + c, (k)S, +c4+&,(k) 
0.52 
UF (k)f7 (k) + 0.48 UF (k - 1)S7 (k) + E4 (k) 
f,, (k) = u, (k) 
f, , (k) = SIO (k) 
f i  2 (k) = S12 (k) + WTA (k) - US (k) - eTA ATA (k) - DTA 
fi3(k) = S13(k)+ WKA(k) +PT-uS -u6(k)-eKAAKA(k)-DKA 
f14 (k) = '14 (k) + WMA (k) + PKAMAu6 - ~ 7 ( ~ )  - eMAAMA (k) -DMA 
f15 (k) = '15 (k) + WME (k) + PMAMEu7 - ~8 (k) - eMEAME (k)- DME 
f ~ ~ ( k ) = S ~ ~ ( k ) + W ~ ~ ( k ) + P M E B O ~ 8  - ~ 9 ( k ) - e ~ ~ A ~ ~ ( k ) - D ~ ,  
f~7(k) = S17(k) + WRO (k) + pBoRou9 -ul0(k) -eRoARo(k) - D,, 
(k) = 'jg (k) +WSE (k) +PRos,u~, -u,,(k) -esEAsE(k) - DSE 
f19 (k) = PMT (Wm (k) + PDD, (WD, (k) + PsEDDul (k) - DsEDD (k)) 
- J'DDw, (k)) - D-T (k) 
f20 (k) = '19 (k) 
fi,(k) ('1 + WKG (k) -u,, (k) -eKGAKG (k) - DKG (k) 
Based on the previous relationships, the uncertain inputs associated with each transition 
equation are as follows: 
f2 (k) :{ W, (k) l 
f,(k) :{W,(k)I 
f 4  ('1 : {Qmt (k ) ,~ l  (k)) 
f5 ('1 :{Qtmt (k ) ,~ ,  (k),~2 (k)) 
fdk)  : {Q,,t (k>,Qsbt ( k ) , ~ ,  (k),&2(k)I 
f7 (k) : {Q,, (k), Q,,, (k), (k), c2 (k), s3 (k)} 
f8 (k) (none} 
f9(k) IQtmt  (k),Q,,t (k),cl (k),~2 (k),~j(k),~q (k)) 
f,, (k) :{none} 
f, , (k) :{none) 
q2 (k) :(WTA (k)) 
f13 (k) :{wK* (k)} 
f14 (k) :(WMA (k) 1 
f15 (k) 1 { W M E  (k)) 
f16 (k) : I w B 0  (k)} 
f-17 (k) : { W R O  (k)} 
f,8 (k) : {Ws, ( k ) f  
f19 (k) : {P-T 7 Wm (k), PDDRA, WDD (k), PSEDD 1 
f,, (k) : {none) 
f21 (k) : { WKci (k)} 
f2, (k) : {none) 
f23 : {PwxT W~~ (k), PDDRA 7 W~~ (k), PSEDD 7 ~ 5  (k)) 
fZ4 (k) : {none) 
.f25 (k) : {PwxT 9 WRA (k),PDDRA , WDD (k), PSEDD , E ~  (k), vHAD (k)) 
In each case, the combined effect of these inputs represents the influence of the uncertain input 
vector 5(k). In particular, the net basin supply and tributary inflow terms include both a 
deterministic and a random component as explained in Chapter 2. Though, the deterministic part 
could be incorporated in the state dynamics, for parsimony reasons, it is treated as part of the 
time varying transition fiinctioizs fi(k). 
The previous equations summarize the system simulation model. In decision systems 
terminology, S is the state variable; u is -the control variable; and W and D are system inputs. 
The significance of ,the system dynamics is that the value of the state variable for the next time 
period S(k+l) can be computed if the decision vector u is given. Of course, for a stochastic 
system, one can only determine the uncertainty characteristics. 
In view of the uncertain system nature, the reservoir storage constraints are more properly 
expressed in a probabilistic form: 
Prob[ s:" (k) 5 si (k) ] r (k) 
Prob[ si (1) I S? (k) ] 2 .nT"" (k) 
i E reservoirs, k = O,1, ... , N , 
where xmin and d'"" are reliability levels. These levels as well as the upper and lower storage and 
release thresholds are denoted here as time-varying but are usually time-invariant. 
The goal of the river basin management algorithm is to identify the release sequences for all 
reservoirs {~i*(k), i=l,  2, ..., 13; lc-0,1, ..., N-1 ) such that system objectives and constraints are 
met successfblly. The eleinent of the formulation that brings this to bear and also measures the 
success of the various operational alternatives is the performance index discussed next. 
5.3. Performance Index 
The goal of the control procedure is to maximize the benefit gained from .the whole reservoir 
system, while meeting its environmental and water supply demands. To achieve this objective, 
we minimize the following performance index: 
where 
H; (si (k)) - ~ f " ' "  (k) Hj(sj(k)) - ('1 C ~ 4 i  gm - HF ~ 7 "  - H r n  
i,preservoirs I 
In the above, E{ ) denotes expectation of the quantity in ,the brackets with respect to the joint 
probability distribution of the reservoir inflows. 
There are six terms in the performance index. They are the penalty terms to be minimized 
through the optimization algorithm. The first term Ph(S(k)) uses the barrier functions (one for 
each reservoir) to enforce the elevation (or equivalently) storage constraints. In this term, 
H?'" (k) and ~ r "  (k) are the lower and upper elevation limits for the ith reservoir, H~ (si (k)) are 
the elevation versus storage functions, and T ,  is a barrier function parameter. Their most 
important feature is that they are everywhere analytical (with continuous first and second 
derivatives) and yet delimit with desirable accuracy the feasible elevation regions. Namely, 
inside the [ H'''" (k) , H:"" "(k) ] range, they vanish, while outside of it, they impose a quadratic 
penalty the severity of which is controlled by the weighing coefficient ali. The value of ali 
should be high enough to ensure that these constraints have priority over other performance index 
terms. The parameter T ,  controls the smoothness of the transition over H- (k) and H- (k) and 
requires some experimentation. (A value of T ,  = 0.002 usually works well.) 
The second term Pen, (u(k), S(k)) represents the penalty for the energy generated from all hydro 
power facilities in the system. The energy generation for each reservoir is a function of elevation 
and release. The negative sign implements a minimum objective. 
The third term Phtrg (S(k)) represents the penalty for the target elevation. The purpose of this 
penalty is to force the reservoir elevation to follow a certain target value. In this case, the 
maximum elevation is assigned as the target value to operate the turbines at high efficiency. This 
term also improves the convergence speed of the adopted optimization algorithm as discussed 
later. 
Similar to the third term, the fourth term PU1, (u(k)) is the penalty for the target release. The 
purpose of this penalty is to force the reservoir release to follow a certain target value (or 
pattern). This term is usefkl if the release target pattern or value is provided. A sample case is 
provided in the later case studies. Placing the control variable in this quadratic term also 
improves the convergence speed of the optimization algorithm. 
The fifth term, PSpl (u(k),S(k)), represents the penalty for the spillage. The spillage is defined as 
the portion of the release larger than the turbine capacity. Since the release in the dynamics 
represents the total of the turbine release and the spillage, the spillage occurs only if the release 
exceeds the turbine capacity. Minimizing spillage is consistent with the long-term goal of 
maximizing energy generation. 
The last term Php (S(k)) represents the penalty for the uniform reservoir fluctuation. The rationale 
of this term is to minimize tlie differences in relative levels among the reservoirs. 
Penalty parameters aij are used to introduce priorities in the performance index terms. These 
parameters should be determined such that the first term of the performance index is dominant. 
The rest of the terms are adjusted based on the priority of the operating objective. The logic is to 
determine feasible sequences guaranteed to minimize the other terms. 
5.4. Control Method 
The control problem formulated in the previous section is solved using the Extended Linear 
Quadratic Gaussian (ELQG) control method which was originally introduced by Georgakakos 
and Marks, 1987, and hrther developed by Georgakakos 1989, 199 I ,  1993, Georgakakos et al., 
1995a, Georgakakos and Yao, 1995, and Georgakakos et al., 199 7a, b, c.  ELQG is an iterative 
optimization procedure starting from an initial control sequence {u(k); k = 0, 1,2, .., N-1 ) and 
subsequently generating increasingly better sequences until convergence. Convergence is 
achieved when the value of the performance index cannot be reduced any further. ELQG is 
reliable, computationally efficient, and especially suited for uncertain, multi- reservoir systems. 
A more detailed account of the ELQG optimization algorithm and features are included in 
Appendix D and in the cited references. 
5.5. Heuristic Reservoir Regulation Rules 
The optimal reservoir control approach presented in the previous chapter is a system wide 
optimization management tool. It utilizes the forecasted inflows and finds releases that 
maximize the system benefit as defined by the performance index. However, for a large system 
like the Nile Basin where the state dimensions are high, decision models may take some time to 
converge, and long term assessme~its may be computationally slow. Furthermore, decision 
systems are advanced matlzeinatical methods and may be too advanced for some users. 
For these reasons, the Nile RSM includes simpler and more practically intuitive reservoir 
regulation rules. Most such rules apply to individual reservoirs, in which .the reservoir release 
depends on reservoir storage. Those rules are simple to implement. A typical example is the 
current operation rule of Lalte Victoria. The current release of the Lake Victoria is given by the 
Agreed C ~ ~ r v e ,  which specifies a relationship between lake level and release. Obviously, these 
rules do not offer any system wide (multi-reservoir) coordination. One such possibility includes 
rules that maintain uniform reservoir levels across a number of reservoirs. The Nile RSM 
includes four single reservoir regulation rules and two regional coordination rules. The following 
section describes those rules. 
5.5.1 Reservoir Release-Elevation Rule 
This is a single reservoir regulation rule. The release of a reservoir at any particular time is 
determined by its elevation: 
where u is the discharge in cubic meters per second , h is the reservoir elevation in meters, and g 
i 
I is a function provided by the user. 
I Currently, this type of rule is used by the Equatorial Lakes. Figures 5.1 through 5.3 show these 
! curves. 
Pigure 5.1 : Natural Outflow Curve for Lake Victoria 
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Figure 5.3: Natural Outflow Curve for Lake Albert 
5.5.2 Reservoir Release-Elevation Rule (simplified version) 
This is another single reservoir regulation rule. The release of a reservoir at any particular time is 
determined by its elevation. However, this hnction is not a smooth curve. Figure 5.4 depicts this 
rule. The rule divides the reservoir elevation into three zones: zone 1 ,  zone 2, and zone 3. If the 
elevation is in zone 2, the release equals a constant Qo; if the elevation is in zone 1, the release 
linearly slides to a minimum value; and if the elevation is in zone 3, the release linearly increases 
to a maximum value. The boundaries of the zones, the constant value Qo, and the minimum and 
the maximum values are all user specifiable. The release is given by: 
h,, I h i  I hi, 
Figure 5.4: Simplified Release-Elevation Rule Curve 
5.5.3 Target Reservoir Elevation Rule 
This rule also applies to single reservoirs. The rule tries to follow target reservoir elevation 
sequence over time. The release for each period is determined by: 
ui (k) = Si (k) + W, (k) - eiAi (k) - Di (k) - S, (H ,, (k + I)) 
where S is the storage, H,,,(k+l) is the target elevation at the end of the period, W is the inflow, D 
is the withdrawal, and eA is the evaporation loss (as a product of net evaporation rate, e, times 
surface area, A). Since inflow W is unknown at the beginning of the period, a forecasted value is 
used in the calculation. 
A typical 10-day target elevation sequence for Gebel El Aulia is shown in Figure 5.5. 
Figure 5.5: Gebel El Aulia Target Elevatior 
5.5.4 Target Release Rule 
This single reservoir regulation rule operates the reservoir to follow a target release sequence. The 
release is simply equal to its target value: 
where Ri,,,(k) is the target release for period k. The normal operation of the High Aswan Dam 
follows this type of rule, the target values being the 10-day downstream irrigation demands. A 
sample target release sequence is shown in Figure 5.6. 
Figure 5.6: Sample HAD 10-day Irrigation Demands 
5.5.5 Regional Coordination Rule 
The Nile RSM additionally provides two coordination release rule options. The fist of these rules 
aims at keeping reservoir elevations fluctuating uniformly. This is accomplished as described 
below. 
This coordination rule is built upon the single release rule. Figure 5.7 illustrates this rule. 
No~~tlalized Stoiage 
b 
SN, SN, SN', 1 
Figure 5.7: Reservoir Release Coordination Rule 
As shown in the figure, RI and R2 are the two single release rule curves for reservoir 1 and 2. The 
x-axis is the normalized storage value defined by: 
SN, (k) = si (k) -St min (k) i = 1,2, 
Si nlax (k) -Si min ('1 
where SN ranges from 0 to 1. To keep uniform reservoir levels implies that the SN values 
of both reservoirs are nearly equal at any period k. If the SN values are the same, the releases 
follow the individual rules. Otherwise, an adjustment is made according to the coordination rule. 
The adjustment consists of changing the release from the upstream reservoir. Assume Reservoir 
1 is the upstream reservoir, and the SN values are different. Then, a release adjustment is made 
according to 
R, (k) = R,, + aASN 
ASN = SN; - SN, , 
where Rlo is the release determined based on the single release rule curve; SNI is the normalized 
storage value; SNI' is the normalized storage value of the Reservoir 1 corresponding to release 
value RZ. a is a user definable coefficient to change ,the strength of the coordination. If a is 
zero, no coordination is used. It is noted .that the two reservoirs do not necessarily have to be in a 
cascade formation. Furthermore, the rule can be applied to multiple reservoirs. 
5.5.6 Customized Regulation Rules 
The last type of rule that can be implemented by the Nile RSM is a customized rule that may 
include relationships among various variables of one or more reservoirs. Such a rule is included 
in Appendix E for Roseires, Sennar, and Girba. 
Chapter 6 
Scenario Assessment 
The decision model developed in Chapter 5 provides a tool for managing the system over several 
months at 10-day time steps. However, to evaluate the long term system performance, or to 
compare different scenarios, a retrospective assessment model is needed. 
The long term assessment model quantifies the performance of the system assuming that 
operations proceed according to the decision made by the decision model. At the beginning of 
each 10-day period in the historical record, the assessment model uses past historical data and 
generates forecasts of tributary inflows and lake net basin supplies. Next, it identifies the release 
policy for each system reservoir and implements only the releases of the first 10-day period. The 
release policies can be provided by the decision model or by the regulation rules. Lastly, it 
records the actual inflow and net basin supply values, simulates the system response, and repeats 
this cycle at the next 10-day period. At the end, this process generates sequences of every 
important system variable (including reservoir levels and releases, evaporation losses, and energy 
generation) and can provide a reliable assessment of system performance. The assessment 
framework is shown on Figure 6.1. 
The Nile RSM assessment model can be used in various assessments. Typical applications are 
listed below: 
Value of various regulation, hydro-power, and irrigation projects along the White, Blue, and 
Main Nile branches; Such assessments could quantify the incremental benefits from 
individual development projects as well as the combined benefits from various project 
configurations; 
Implications of reservoir regulation rules for local, upstream, and downstream riparians; 
Marginal value (gain or loss) of irrigation with respect to hydropower at various basin 
locations; 
Irrigation versus hydropower tradeoffs for each nation, region, and the entire basin. 
The Nile RSM utilizes several assessment criteria of possible interest to the Nile Basin nations. 
These criteria include 
(i) severity and frequency of shortages with respect to user-specified water supply targets; 
(ii) water withdrawals and losses over user-selected regions and times of the year; 
(iii) reservoir and lake level drawdown and spillage statistics; 
(iv) in-stream flow availability at user-selected river nodes and reaches; 
(v) flood and drought severity and frequency; 
(vi) wetland extent and variability; and 
(vii) annual and firm energy generation statistics. 
Clearly, the number of scenarios that can be defined is very large, adding to the versatility and 
value of the Nile RSM. At the completion of each assessment process, the results are analyzed to 
provide quantitative measures of system response and to compare different scenarios. In what 
follows, several assessment applications are presented and discussed. 
Forecast-Decision Horizon (1 -36 decadals) 
I l l  
t 
Simulation Horizon (1 0-day) 
1/1/1913 through 12/31/1977 
Figure 6.1: Scenario Assessment Framework 
6.1. Scenario Assessment Examples 
In this section, the scenario assessment process is applied to four case studies. These are defined 
next: 
1. Baseline (Present basin conditions); 
2. Southern Nile case study; 
3. Eastern Nile case study; 
4. Basin wide case study. 
The first scenario represents the existing conditions of the Nile basin, and will serve as the 
baseline for all other scenarios. The Southern Nile scenario assessment attempts to quantify the 
effects of a change in the regulation of Lalte Victoria aiming to maximize firm energy generation 
at the Owen Falls hydro electric facilities. A possible increase in the firm energy generation 
would certainly benefit the power sector. However, the question is whether the impacts to the 
downstream and upstream users would be appreciable. The Eastern Nile scenario aims to 
quantify the energy generation potential of the Ethiopian reservoirs and their possible impacts on 
the downstream users. The last scenario involves both Nile regions considering irrigation demand 
increases in both areas, full development in Ethiopia, and the construction of the Jonglei Canal. 
In all scenarios, the historical monthly inflow records from 11 1913 to 1211977 are used. This is 
the period when concurrent records exist for all locations. The reservoir initial elevations, annual 
withdrawals, and the transmission loss coefficients from the river reaches on Blue Nile are 
summarized in Table 6.1. The 10-day distributions of the annual withdrawals were discussed in 
Chapter 2. 
Each assessment run generates volumiilous output data. The results are saved into database for 
further study and analysis. Specifically, for reservoirs, the simulated sequences include 
elevation, release, inflow, energy, spillage, water deficit, and evaporation loss. For river nodes, 
the simulated sequences include inflow, water deficit, minimum deficit, and river flow. The 
simulated results can be viewed by different time resolution (I 0-day, monthly, or yearly), by 
different plot type (time sequence chart or frequency chart), by different locations (reservoirs or 
river nodes), or by different parameters. 
Table 6.1: Baseline Conditions 
Baseline Scenario Assessment 
The reservoir release rules used for this scenario are as follows: 
Lalte Victoria, Kyoga, and Albert follow the natural outflow policy, as discussed in 
Chapter 5; 
Roseries, Sennar, and Girba follow the customized operating rules which are currently 
used in practice. Those rules are described in Appendix E; 
The High Aswan Dam releases according to the downstream demand target levels shown 
in Figure 5.6; 
The Gebel el Aulia reservoir operates according to its target elevation rule defined in 
Chapter 5. 
Figures 6.3 to 6.6 sl~ow the simulated 10-day sequences of levels, releases, energy, and river 
flows for selected reservoirs and river nodes. The elevation sequence indicates that the Equatorial 
lakes experienced a very significant rise during 1962 to 1964. Further downstream, the loss in 
the Sudd is also significant. Annual Mongala flow is 34.54 bcm, while the outflow upstream of 
Malakal is 16.59 bcm. The Sobat river contributes about 13.5 1 bcrn a year. The annual flow at 
Diem on the Blue Nile is 50.33 bcm. After the Sudanese withdrawals, 34.3 1 bcrn per year enters 
the Main Nile. Finally, about 68.67 bcrn a year arrives Dongola, the entrance of Lake Nasser 
(High Aswan Dam). Of 68.67 bcm, 13 bcrn lost to evaporation, and Egypt uses 55.5 bcrn per year 
for irrigation and domestic water supply. In the baseline scenario, water withdrawals from the 
Equatorial Lalte region and from .the Blue Nile river basins in Ethiopia are negligible. Total 
Sudanese withdrawals (from both the White and the Blue Nile reaches) amount to 18.5 bcm. The 
simulation results show that the entire system has enough water to sustain the current needs. All 
reservoir elevations are relatively high. No water deficits occur in Sudan and Egypt. 
Southern Nile Scenario Assessment 
The reservoir release rules used for ,this scenario are as follows: 
Laltes Kyoga and Albert follow the natural outflow policy, as discussed in Chapter 5 ;  
Lake Victoria release rule is modified as shown in Figure 6.2; In addition, a minimum 
release bound is enforced at 60 mcm/day; The objective of this rule is to maintain high 
minimum flow; 
The rest of the reservoirs are regulated as in the baseline; 
Irrigation wi.~hdrawals as in .the baseline. 
Figure 6.7 compares the Owen Falls annual energy generation frequency curves for this and the 
base case. The comparison shows that under re-regulation the annual generation at Owen Falls is 
higher than the baseline for approximately 40% of the time (26 years). Annual firm energy is 
increased from 2400 to 3500 MWhIday, nearly a 50% increase. This increase is only due to the 
change of the existing release rule of Lake Victoria. The impact of the modified regulation rule 
on lake elevation and other quantities is shown in Figures 6.8 to 6.10. Figure 6.8 shows the Lake 
Victoria elevation, release, and energy sequences. The elevation is slightly higher under this 
scenario than under the baseline. Lake release is constant during dry periods even though lake 
levels are low. The energy sequence follows the same pattern as the release. The simulated 
reservoir elevation sequences for Victoria, Kyoga, Albert, and HAD are shown in Figure 6.9. The 
elevation of Kyoga and Albert are smoother than the baseline for low flow periods since the Lake 
Victoria releases are more uniform. The impacts to the HAD are negligible. Figure 6.10 shows 
the flows at selected river nodes. The impacts to the flows at Pakwatch and Mongala are 
noticeable showing lesser variations than in the baseline case. The flow impacts downstream of 
Malakal are insignificant. This is also indicated by the frequency curves shown in Figure 6.11. 
The annual average flows at all locations are nearly the same as in the baseline case. 
Eastern Nile Scenario Assessment 
The reservoir release rules used for this scenario are as follows: 
The Ethiopian reservoirs (Tana, Karadobi, Mabil, Mendaia, and Border) follow a regional 
coordination rule with coordination coefficient a = 0.1 and the individual reservoir 
release curves included in Appendix E; 
The rest of the reservoirs are regulated as in the baseline; 
Irrigation witl~drawals as in the baseline. 
Figure 6.12 plots the aimual energy comparison by country between this case and the baseline. 
With all planned power facilities online, the Ethiopian annual energy generation reaches an 
average of 3 1,000 GWh, nearly three times the total hydro generation in Egypt, Sudan, and 
Uganda. The energy generation in Egypt and Uganda are the same as in the baseline case. 
However, the energy generation in Sudan is increased due to regulated outflow from the 
Ethiopian reservoirs. Figures 6.13 to 6.15 show the simulated sequences of elevation, release, 
and energy for the Ethiopian reservoirs. Reservoir levels are maintained high within their active 
range. Figure 6.16 shows the river flow sequences at Diem, Khartoum, and Dongola. The flows 
at all locations exhibit a smaller variation range than in the baseline case. The frequency curves 
(Figure 6.17) indicate that the maximum flow at Khartoum is reduced from 800 mcrnlday to 520 
mcmlday, a significant and desirable impact from a flood protection standpoint. Benefits also 
accrue from a drought management standpoint. Under this scenario, the time the river is dry is 
only 2% comparing to more than 40% in the baseline case. Thus, in addition to energy 
generation, the planned reservoirs in Ethiopia can provide flood protection in Sudan and sustain 
the river flow during dry periods. The impact to HAD is mainly on the reservoir elevation. As 
shown in Figure 6.18, the HAD elevation fluctuation within a year is much less than the baseline 
case because of the regulated Blue Nile flows. No irrigation deficits are recorded. 
Basin wide Scenario Assessment 
The reservoir release rules used for this scenario are as follows: 
The Ethiopia11 reservoirs (Tana, Karadobi, Mabil, Mendaia, and Border) follow the 
regional coordination rule described in the Eastern Nile case study; 
The rest of the reservoirs are regulated as in the baseline; 
Irrigation withdrawals increase by 2 billion cubic meters per year in the Equatorial Lake 
region and by 8 bcmlyear in Ethiopia; Irrigation withdrawals in Sudan and Egypt remain 
as in the baseline case; 
The Jonglei Canal is operational with a conveyance capacity of 43 mcm/day. 
Figure 6.19 shows the flow sequence at Malaltal and Melut. Clearly, the Jonglei Canal augments 
the flows by reducing Sudd evaporation from 17.8 to 6.73 bcm per year. The flow frequency 
curves for the same locations are shown in Figure 6.20. Figure 6.21 shows the flow sequences at 
Dongola. The flow fluctuations are much smaller due to the regulated flows from the Blue Nile 
reservoirs. The annual average flow is 70.5 bcm compared to 68.5 bcm of the baseline case. 
Namely, all irrigation requirements (new and old) are met fully. Figure 6.22 shows the 
corresponding elevation, release, and energy sequences for HAD. The release and Energy 
generation sequences are the same as in the baseline case, while higher HAD elevation sequence 
is due to the additional water generated at the Sudd. The previous assessment does not quantify 
the effects of the Jonglei Canal on the Sudd. At present, however, this capability does not exist 
within the Nile RSM. Under this scenario, Lalte Victoria energy generation decreases by 
approximately 6% due to upstream witl~drawals. Similarly, Ethiopian energy generation 
decreases by 24% as a result of Ethiopian irrigation withdrawals and lower reservoir levels. 
The annual statistics for all scenarios are summarized in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The units are GWh 
for energy generation and bcm for all other quantities. 
Table 6.2: Reservoir Annual Statistics 
Table 6.3: River Node Annual Statistics 
Lake Victoria Release Rules 
1134 1135 1136 
Elevation 
Figure 6.2: Modified Release Rule for Lake Victoria 
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Figure 6.3: Simulated Elevation Sequences for Selected Reservoirs; Baseline Case 
Figure 6.2: Simulated Release Sequences for Selected Reservoirs; Baseline Case 
Figure 6.5: Simulated Flow Sequeilces for Selected River Nodes; Baseline Case 
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Figure 6.6: Simulated Energy Sequences for Selected Reservoirs; Baseline Case 
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Figure 6.7: Simulated Annual Energy Frequency Curve Comparison 
Figure 6.8: Simulated Sequences for Lake Victoria; Southern Nile Scenario 
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Figure 6.10: Simulated River Flow Sequences at Selected River Nodes; Southern Nile 
Scenario 
Figure 6.11: Simulated River Flow Frequency Curves at Selected River Nodes; Southern 
Nile Scenario 
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Figure 6.12: Energy Generation by Country; Eastern Nile Scenario 
Figure 6.13 : Simulated Reservoir Elevation for Blue Nile Reservoirs; Eastern Nile 
Scenario 
Figure 6.14: Simulated Reservoir Release for Blue Nile Reservoirs; Eastern Nile 
Scenario 
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Figure 6.15: Simulated Reservoir Energy for Blue Nile Reservoirs; Eastern Nile 
Scenario 
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Figure 6.16: Simulated River Flow Sequences at Selected Rived Nodes; Eastern Nile 
Scenario 
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Figure 6.17: Simulated River Flow Frequency Curves at Selected Rived Nodes; Eastern 
Nile Scenario 
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Figure 6.18: Simulated HAD Sequences; Eastern Nile Scenario 
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Figure 6.21: Simulated River Flow Sequence at Dongola; Basin Wide Scenario 
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Figure 6.22: Simulated Sequences for High Aswan Dam; Basin Wide Scenario 
Chapter 7 
Conclusion and Further Work 
This report describes the Nile river simulation and management model of the Nile DST. This 
model performs river and reservoir simulation, reservoir management, and scenario assessment. 
It was shown through typical applications that the model can be used to support basin wide and 
regional water sharing policy debates. 
However, the model can be improved further by incorporating data still missing and models for 
all Nile River reaches. A listing of outstanding data and information is included below: 
Southern and White Nile 
Planned hydro-projects in the Lake Victoria basin; 
Reach of River Semliki upstream of the entrance to Lake Albert; 
Relationship of wetland extent and river flow at the Sudd; 
?he Sobat River and its major tributaries (Baro, Akobo, Pibor) including their potential 
storage facilities; (The reaches on the Sobat River can be better defined when more detailed 
information becomes available regarding the location of the proposed reservoirs;) 
Blue Nile 
Lake Tana and its basin up to the Lake Tana outlet; 
Reach between Lake Tana outlet and Karadobi entrance; 
Karadobi Reservoir; 
Reach between Karadobi outlet and Mabil entrance; 
Mabil Reservoir; 
Reach between Mabil outlet and Mendaia entrance; 
Mendaia Reservoir; 
Reach between Mendaia outlet and Border entrance; 
Border Reservoir; 
Additional reaches can be added if hydro projects are planned on the Blue Nile tributaries 
from Lake Tana to Border; 
Reach between Border outlet and Roseires entrance; 
Roseires Reservoir; 
Reach between Roseires outlet and Sennar entrance; 
Sennar Reservoir; 
Reach between Sennar outlet and Khartoum upstream of the Blue-White Nile confluence; 
Node at the confluence of the Blue and White Niles; 
A tbara 
Reach of the Atbara River upstream of the Khasm el Girba reservoir entrance; (this reach 
could be further subdivided if it includes potential or existing reservoir sites;) 
Main Nile 
Reach between the Blue-White Nile confluence and upstream Atbara-Blue Nile confluence; 
Reach between Old Aswan Dam and Isna Barrage entrance; 
Isna Barrage; 
Reach between Isna Barrage outlet and Nag Hamadi entrance; 
Nag Hamadi Barrage; 
Reach between Nag Hamadi outlet and Asyut entrance; 
Asyut Barrage; 
Reach between Asyut outlet and Delta Barrage entrance; 
Delta Barrage; 
Reach of Rosetta Branch (Idfina Barrage); 
Reach of Damietta Branch including any water transfers to the Sinai Peninsula (Zifta 
Barrage). 
It is our hope that the Nile RSM will be usefil to the Nile Basin countries in their search for 
sustainable water development and management options. It is clear that the opportunities that the 
Nile offers far outweigh the challenges. Perhaps the biggest challenge is to recognize that the 




A.1. Elevation vs. Storage Relationships 
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Table A.1.3: Elevation vs. Storage Data for Sudanese Reservoirs 
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Table A.1.4: Elevation vs. Stora Lge Data for High Aswan Dam 
Table A.1.5: Elevation vs. Storage Data for Gebel El Aulia Reservoir 
The reservoir storage and area function for Gebel El Aulia reservoir is a complicated 
function due the backwater effect. It is approximated by different functions for different season 
and different Melut gauge height. All hnctions have the following formulation: 
where, 
HGA: Gebel El Aulia reservoir elevation (meters), 
SGA: Gebel El Aulia reservoir storage (mcm), 
HMIt: Melut elevation (meters), 







Error Mean (m) 
Err. St.D., (m) 


















































Surface area hnction of Gebel El Aulia has the foHowing formulation: 
where 
&: Gebel El Aulia surface area (km2), 
HGA: Gebel El Aulia elevation (m), 
H,,,: Melut elevation (m), 
and the pi coefficients are given in the following table: 
P 1 
P 2  
P 3  
P 4  
P 5  
P 6  
Err. Mean (km2) 
Err. St.D. (km2) 











































Table A.1.2: Elevation vs. Storage Relationship for Messochora 
Regression Coefficients for Elevation-Storage Curve 
Elevation (Y): Meters 
Storage (X): million cubic meters 
Y=AX+BXA2+CXA.5*DLn(X)+ 
Function: EIX+F 




























































0.99991 42 36.0000000 
0.9999822 29.9200001 

































D: River stage elevation (mj, and 
Q: Flow (mcmlday). 
D = 597. - 171.8 Q + 1 2 . 3 2 ~ ~  
D = 453.2 - 92.59 Q + 5 . 1 8 2 ~ ~  
D = 0.0833 16 Q - 1.179 Log (Q) - 0.000205 Q~ + 11.121 
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Appendix B 
Hydro Turbine Characteristic Curves and Hydro Power 
Approximation 
B. 1. Hydro Turbine Curves 
The hydro turbine curves are used in estimate the hydro energy generation. The data are 
available for stations at Owen Falls and Aswan Dam. For these without no data, generic 
approximation functions are used. 
D 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 .- 
Power (MW) 
Figure B.l: Owen Falls Turbine Characteristics (Existing Plant) 
U 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
Power (MW) 
Figure B.2: Owen Falls Turbine Characteristics (Extension Plant) 
Figure B.3: HAD Turbine Characteristics 
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Pigure B.4: Old Aswan Dam Turbine Characteristics 
8.2. Hydro Data 
B.2.1. Lake Tana 
Turbine number N (Francis): 4 
Designed Power Capacity P, (MW): 50 
Designed Discharge Q,,, (m3/s): 27.5 
Designed Hydraulic Head Hneto (m): 239 
For a given release volume V over a time period T, the total energy generation hnction is 
derived from the similarity theory and is given by: 
where, 
N: the number of turbines, 
E: the total energy in MWH, 
P,, : the designed single turbine power capacity in MW, 
P, : the power output percentage, 
and T: the total power generation hours. 
Both P, and T are computed based on the following procedure: 
Compute the net head H,,: 
Compute the head percentage H,: 
Compute the power output percentage P,.: 
P, = -0.6477 t 1.6538HT 
Compute the discharge percentage Q, (m3/s): 
Compute the maximum turbine release V, (bcm) 
i 
1 Compute the power generation hours T: 
i B.2.2. Karadobi 
Turbine number N (Francis): 12 
I Designed Power Capacity P, (MW): 1 13 Designed Discharge Q,,, (m3/s): 69.3 
Designed Head (m): 2 8 1.4 
1 Tailwater (m): 971.6 
The energy generation follows the same procedure as for h k e  Tana. 
I 6.2.3. Mabil 
Turbine number N (Francis): 12 
Designed Power Capacity P, (MW): 100 
Designed Discharge Q,, (m3/s): 106 
Designed Head Hneto (m): 1 17.4 
Tailwater (m): 792.4 
The energy generation follows the same procedure as for Lake Tana 
B.2.4. Mendaia 
Turbine number N (Francis): 12 
Designed Power Capacity P,,, (MW): 135 
Designed Discharge Q, (m3/s): 146 
Designed Head Hneto (m): 1 13.6 
Tailwater (m): 623.6 
The energy generation follows the same procedure as for Lake Tana. 
B.2.5. Border 
Turbine number N (Francis): 14 
Designed Power Capacity Pn,, (MW): 100 
Designed Discharge Q,, (m3/s): 1 70. 
Designed Head Hneto (m): 75 
Tailwater (m): 500 
The energy generation follows the same procedure as for Lake Tana. 
B.2.6. Roseires 
Turbine number N: 7 
Designed Power Capacity P, (MW): 3 X 30 + 4 X 40 = 250 
Operating Head Range (m): 17-35 
Tailwater H, (m): 
Q A_,,, H, = (-1 33.04 
where Q is the daily averaged discharge in mcm and given by: 
1 OOOU 
Q=- 
N d  , 
where U is the release in bcm over a period, Nd is the number of days in the period 
Finally, the energy generation (GWH) is given by: 
where q is the efficient coefficient, a value of 0.88 are assigned for both Roseires and Sennar; H,,, 
is the net head in meters, the difference between the reservoir elevation and tailwater level. 
B.2.7. Sennar 
Turbine number N: 2 
Designed Power Capacity P,,, (MW): 2 X 7.5 
Operating Head Range (m): 6- 16 
Tailwater H, (m): 
The energy generation is given by: 
E = 2.73?jfJHn, 
All symbols are defined as in Roseires. 
B.2.8. Kirshm Girba 
I 
Turbine number N: 5 
I Designed Power Capacity P, (MW): 2 X 3.5 + 3 X 2 = 13 Operating Head Range (m): 17-40 
Tailwater Ht (m): 433 
I The energy generation is given by: 
E = 2.7377UH,,, 
I All symbols are defined as in Roreires. 
Appendix C 
Statistics of Net Basin Supply and Tributary Inflows 
Table C.l: Historical Record period and Annual Average Value 
------T --.- -- I ;.::h . 8 .  ode$ .,--- . ; ? ~ f ~ ~ a ~ A  .T-L . - End D~~&:FAVG j (bcm) 
I Victoria i 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 27.272 
Kvosa 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 -573 
Albert 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 3.71 9 
Torrents 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 4.794 
Sobat 11111 912 12/21/1977 13.440 
Tana 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 4.1 17 
Karadobi 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 15.307 
Mabil 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 8.685 
Mendaia 111/1912 12/21/1977 13.21 5 
Border 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 8.425 
Dinder 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 2.908 
Rahad 1/1/1912 12/21/1977 1.081 
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D. 1. ELQG Control Method 
The long range control problem formulated in this report are solved using the Extended 
Linear Quadratic Gaussian (ELQG) control method which was originally introduced by 
Georgakko.r ard hfar-RY, 2 987, and further developed by Georgahkos 1989, 1991, 1993, 
Georgakakos et al., 1995a, Georgakakos and Yao, 1995, and Georgakakos et al., 1997a,b,c. 
ELQG is an iterative optimization procedure starting from an initial control sequence {u(k); k = 
0, 1,2, .., N-1 ) and subsequently generating increasingly better sequences until convergence. 
Convergence is achieved when the value of the performance index cannot be reduced any 
further. ELQG is reliable, computationally efficient, and especially suited for uncertain, multi- 
reservoir systems. A short account of the ELQG optimization procedure and features follows 
next. 
The optimal control problem includes three elements: system dynamics, constraints, and 
performance index. These can be expressed in the following general form: 
• System Dynamics: 
Constraints: 
Prob[ H Y n  (k) 5 H; (si (k)) I 2 xirn'" W 
Pro b[ H ,  (x i  (2)) 5 H F" (k) 1 2 x? @) 
i~ reservoirs, k = O , l ,  ..., N ,  
These are associated with the system reservoirs and should be expressed in a probabilistic 
form due to the uncertain system nature. 
Performance Index: 
where S(k), u(k), and t(k) are the state, control, and uncertain input vectors defined in Section 
5.3, $'" and 7Cy are reliability parameters, gk is a function including all performance index 
terms associated with period k, and g~ is a function including terms associated with the terminal 
time N. (As before, bold type indicates vector or matrix quantities.) 
The Extended Linear Quadratic Gaussian (ELQG) solution procedure starts with an 
initial control sequence { '(k) , k = 0,1, ... , N - 1 ) and the corresponding mean state 
So (0) = S(0) = known , 
k = O , l ,  ..., N-1 , 
sequence { sO(k) , k = O,1, ... , N ) : 
where 5 (k) represents the mean of the random processes. The next step is to define a 
perturbation model valid around these nominal state and control sequences: 
~ s ( k ) = ~ ( k ) - ~ ~ ( k ) ,  k = 0 1 ,  ..., N ,  
Au(k)=u(k)-u0 (k), k = O,1, ..., N-1, 
This model describes the dynamic relationship of the state, control, and input vector 
perturbations, and has the following form: 
AS(k + 1) = A(k) AS(k) + B(k) Au(k) + C(k) Ac(k) , 
where the matrices A(k), B(k), and C(k) represent the gradient matrices of the state transition 
function with respect to the state, control, and input vectors respectively: 
The performance index is also expressed in terms of the perturbation variables as follows 
1 
+ - A uT (k) R,, (k) ~ u ( k )  + rUT(k) A U ( ~ )  + AuT (k) Q,, (k) I 
2 
where Qss(k), q,(k), Ruu(k), ru(k), Qus(k) are coefficient matrices defining a quadratic 
approximation of the original performance index. These matrices include the first and second 
partial derivatives of the gk[ ] and gN[ ] hnctions with respect to the state and control variables 
evaluated at the nominal sequences. 
The perturbation control problem defined above is next solved to generate an optimal 
control sequence {Au*(k), k=0,1, ..., N-1). This constitutes the optimization direction which 
defines the new nominal control sequence according to the following relationship: 
uneW(k)=u0(k )+a  ~ u * ( k )  , 
k = O , l ,  ..., N-1  , 
where a is the optimization step size. Some important features of the ELQG solution process are 
summarized below : 
The ELQG iterations are (I) analytically-based (the optimization directions are obtained 
by Riccati-like equations), (2) reliable (the iteration process is guaranteed to converge if 
the problem has a feasible solution), and (3) computationally efficient (convergence is 
fast). In fact, in the neighborhood of the optimum, it can be theoretically shown that the 
method converges at a quadratic rate. 
Control constraints are not included in the performance index as penalty terms but are 
handled explicitly through a Projected-Newton procedure. This has important 
computational efficiency implications as it allows for many constraints to enter or exit the 
binding control set at the same iteration. The optimization direction is then obtained in 
the space of the b id ing constraints. 
One last complication is that in order to compute the control gains {D(k), L(k), A(k), 
k=O, 1 ,..., N) one must already have the storage probability distribution. This, however, is 
resolved by adopting an iterative approach. Namely, the algorithm is first initiated with the 
Gaussian approximation approach described above, and a set of control gains is computed. 
Then, the storage traces are generated, and the process is repeated. Based on our experience, in 
two to three iterations, the probability distributions converge to their true forms and the 
procedure can terminate. 
State (or, equivalently, elevation) constraints are handled through the barrier penalty 
functions discussed in the previous section. This approach has proven to be reliable and 
computationally efficient. Handling of the state constraints requires the characterization 
of the state probability density. A two-phase process is used for the state density 
computation. In the first phase, this density is approximated by its mean and covariance 
vector, respectively obtained by: 
P, (k + 1) = F(k) P, (k) F~ (k) + C(k) Pt (k) cT (k) , 
F(k) = A(k) - B(k) D(k) L(k) , 
k = O , I  ,..., N-1  , 
where Ps(k) and Pt(k) are the state and input covariance matrices and {D(k), L(k), 
k=O, 1 ,. . . ,N- 1 ) are control gains generated by the ELQG solution process. These gains 
represent a linear approximation of the true feedback laws and are used in the covariance 
computation to indicate that fhture decisions will take into consideration measurements 
of reservoir storage (feedback). The state mean and covariance are then used to construct 
a normal approximation of the state probability density and convert constraints into 
deterministic equivalents on the elevation mean: 
Pro b[ H,"'" (Xj 5 H ,  (S, 0) ] = j$"" @j , 
Prob[ Hi (Si (k)) 5 HImax (k) ] = ny (k) , 
i~ reservoirs, k = O , I  ,..., N . 
O ~ ' ~ O < E , ( S , , ( ~ U < O - ( ~ )  , 
where { &"'" , cgFaX ) are the mean reservoir elevations such that 
After the convergence of the first step, the generated control law is then applied to each inflow 
trace to generate the corresponding storage trace. With the generated storage traces, the 
probabilistic characteristics of the state variable are fully defined. The constraints and are 
updated. The second phase starts using the recalculated constraints until convergence. 
The ELQG iterations continue until the value of the performance index can not be 
reduced any further. At this point the process terminates, and the current nominal control 
sequence becomes the problem solution. Under convexity conditions (which are valid in this 
formulation), this solution is globally optimal. (Convexity can be tested by starting the 
optimization process from different initial control sequences and verifying that the process 
converges at the same optimal sequence.) 
As mentioned earlier, the control model is applied sequentially, where only the first 
elen~ei~t  of the control sequence is actually applied. The system is then monitored, the new 
values of the state variables are recorded, and the optimization cycle is repeated at the beginning 
of the next (decadal) time period. In this way, the model always uses the most updated 
information regarding the system and continually "tunes" its optimal policies to the current needs 
and conditions. 
More details on the ELQG features can be found in the above-cited references. 
D.2. Artificial Neural Networks 
D.2.1. Background 
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a group of processing elements called nodes 
arranged in layers - where each layer receives input from the layer below, makes independent 
computations, and passes its output to the layer above. In this structure, the very first layer is the 
input layer and the last is the output layer. 
Different layouts and configurations of neural networks have been constructed for 
solving particular problems (Rumelhart, 1986). However, the layered feedforward network 
(Figure 2-1) is most general and easy to implement. In this configuration, infom~ation is passed 






Figure 2- 1 : Multilayer Feedforward Network 
D-8 
Basic elements of ANN are the nodes (also called processing units) and the arcs. Each arc 
is assigned a real number called weight (W,,). This weight W,, specifies the strength of 
information that node i receives from node j. Each node receives information from the other 
nodes of the layer below (or in the form of data input if it is part of the input layer) and produces 
an output after passing all its inputs through an activation hnction associated with it. A node of 
the input layer is called an input node, while a node of the output layer is called an output node. 
The layers and nodes between the input and output layers are called hidden layers and nodes. 
Figure 2-2 shows the basic elements of a node. 
Y Sigrnoid Activation Function 
Node i 
Figure 2-2: Basic elements of Node i 
The ANN used in this work is structured as shown in the previous figures except that the output 
layer includes only one output node. 
D.2.2. The Training Process and the Weight Updating Rule 
A network with fixed weights and activation functions determines a relationship between 
inputs and outputs. This relationship can be simple or complicated depending on the network 
structure and the activation function forms. For a layered feedforward network, the activation 
functions play a crucial role in identifying the correct relations. Usually, the sigrnoidal function 
is selected as the activation function. Sigmoidal functions are those with limits 1 at positive 
infinity and 0 at negative infinity. Jones (1990) demonstrated the existence of uniform 
approximations of any continuous function using continuous sigmoidal functions. Some other 
functions such as the hard limited, threshold logic, and sigma-pi have also been used successfully 
in other fields. 
After selecting the structure of the neural network, the next step is to determine the 
weights such that the network can best re-construct the relationship of input and output. In 
practice, the best weights are obtained based on the observed input and output data pairs through 
an estimation process called "training". The training process begins with some initial weight 
estimates that are used to produce an output for certain inputs. This output is subsequently 
compared with the desired output of the training data set and the weights are adjusted to 
minimize the discrepancy. This procedure is repeated many times until weight convergence, and 
it can be fast or slow depending on the method used for weight adjustment after each iteration. 
Many weight updating rules have been proposed (Ho, 1992; Rumelhart, 1986; Parker, 1986). In 
this work, we experimented with several rules including a Gaussian-Newton method, and the 
Delta Rule. The Delta Rule was implemented in two versions, one updating the weights after 
presenting all training data pairs, and a second updating the weights after presenting each input- 
output pair. Among all updating rules, the Delta Rule with weight updating after each input- 
output pair proved to be the most efficient with respect to convergence rate and computational 
time required for our applications. 
The Delta Rule essentially implements a gradient descent parameter estimation 
procedure. The objective function for the training process is 
where N is the number of training data pairs, M is the output node number, t,, is the desired value 
of the jth output node for input pattern p, and 0 ,  is the jth element of the actual output associated 
with input p. Every node, except the input nodes on the first layer, receives data from the nodes 
of the previous layers. The total input of node j is called the net of node j and is denoted by net,: 
where Wji is node j's weight of the node i input. Thus, the output of node j is given by 
where 8, is the coefficient of the sigmoidal function. 
The weight adjustment is based on the Delta Rule after presenting each data pair, and it is 
given by 
where q is called the learning rate, taking values between 0 and 1, and 6, is called the error term 
of node j given by 
(t, - O,)f;(net,) if j is an output 
PJ f J ' ( n e t , ) x 6 P k ~ ,  otherwise 
k lode] 
For presentational completeness, the derivation of the Delta Rule is included below (Ho, 1992; 
Rumelhart, 1986; Parker, 1986). 
Let the measure of the error on input/output pattern p be 
and let 
be the overall measure of the error. We first show that the Delta Rule implements a gradient 
decent in E when the nodes are linear. We will proceed by simply showing that 
aE 
-- a gi = 'PI 'pi 
is proportional to ApWji. When there are no hidden nodes it is straightforward to compute the 
relevant derivative. For this purpose we use the chain rule to write the derivatives as the product 
of two parts: the derivative of the error with respect to the output of the unit ties the derivative of 
the output with respect to the weight. 
The first part shows how the error changes with the output of the jth node and the second part 
indicates how much Wji changes that output. The derivatives are computed as follows. 
The contribution of node j to the error is simply proportional to &,. Since we have linear units, 
from which we have 
Thus, 
Now, combining this with the observation that 
leads us to conclude that the net change in W,i after one complete cycle of pattern presentations 
is proportional to this derivative and hence that the Delta Rule implements a gradient descent in 
E. Actually, this is strictly true only if the values of the weights are not changed during this 
cycle. By changing the weights after each pattern is presented we depart to some extent from a 
true gradient descent in E. Nevertheless, provided the learning rate is sufficiently small, this 
departure will be negligible and the Delta Rule will implement a very close approximation to a 
gradient descent in E. 
For layered feedforward network, a generalized Delta Rule can be derived. The 
derivation is given below: 
To get the correct generalization of the Delta Rule, we must set 
3% A W.. 'x-- 
awji 
where E is the same sum-squared error function defined earlier. Using the chain rule, we have 
The second factor is 
Now, let us define 
Then, to implement a gradient descent in E weight changes should be performed according to 
just as in the standard Delta Rule. The issue is to figure out what 6pj should be for each node in 
the network. The interesting result is that there is a simple recursive computation of these 6's 
which can be implemented by propagating error signals backward to the network. Using the 




3% aoP/ 6 =-L---- 
anet, ao, anet ,  
The second factor is given by 
which is simply the derivative of the activation fbnction f j  for the j"' unit (node), evaluated at the 
net input net,,, to that unit. 
To compute the first factor, we consider two cases. First, assume that node j is an output unit. In 
this case, it follows the definition of Ep that 
dE p- 
- i t ,  - 0,) 
'oPJ 
which is the same result as the one obtained with the standard Delta Rule. Substituting for the 
two factors in Equation (2-20), we have 
for any output node j. If a node j is not a.n output node we use the chain rule to write 
In this case, substituting for the two factors in Equation (2-20) yields 
whenever node j is not an output unit. Equation (2-23) and (2-25) give a recursive procedure for 
computing the 6's for all nodes in the network, which are then used to con~pute the weight 
changes. This procedure constitutes the generalized Delta Rule for a feedforward network. 
The learning process involves two phases: during the first phase, the input is presented 
and propagated forward through the network to compute the output value OPj. This output is then 
compared with the desired value tpj, resulting in the error 6pj for each output node. The second 
phase involves a backward pass through the network during which the error is passed to each 
node and the appropriate weight changes are made. 
The above weight updating rule is the generalized Delta Rule for the multilayer feedforward 
network. The larger the learning rate, the larger the changes of the weights. One should select a 
constant as large as possible without causing oscillations during the training process. Several 
papers (Ho et al, 1992; Rumelhart, 1986; Tollenaere, 1990) include discussions on selecting this 
constant. However, the conclusions are quite diverse. There is no one unique number applicable 
to all cases. Instead, one should try different numbers between 0 and 1 and select the one that 
performs best. 
There are many ways to improve the learning process. One such way that avoids 
oscillations is to incorporate a momentum term in the Delta Rule, i.e. 
where n is the iteration index, and a is a constant reflecting the effect of the past weight changes 
on the current direction in the weight space. Though this approach helps to improve the 
convergence rate of the learning procedure, it creates new problems. The question is how to 
select the value of a and what should be the best combination of the two constants q and a. 
Regarding the adjustment of a, in the case study we use an adaptive learning algorithm proposed 
by Ho et a1 (1992). According to this algorithm, the constant a is modified after each iteration 
based on 
a(n  + 1) = 
0.99a(n), otherwise 
where a(n) is the momentum constant at iteration n, and Ab=E(n-1)-E(n) with E(n) being the 
objective value at the nth iteration. 
The activation hnction used for each node is shown by equation (2-3) where 0, is a bias to be 
learned just like the other weights. The sigmoidal hnction is continuous and differentiable 
everywhere. Then, it is easy to show that the error term in the Delta rule is given by 
Libj = 1 0, (1 - 0, )x aPk Wkj otherwise k 
One should note that the output range of the function is between zero and one. However, time 
series values are not necessarily within this range. Thus, to utilize this function, appropriate data 
preprocessing is required. To satisfy the requirement, we first normalize the data by subtracting 
their mean and dividing by the standard deviation. Then, we use the following linear 
transformation to bring them into the zero-one range: 
Q = A *  Qtnax-Q +B* Q - Qmin 
Qmax - Qmin Qmax - Qmin 
The above expression is a general linear transformation in which Q is the original value, Q7 is the 
transformed value, Qmax, Q,,,j, are the maximum and minimum values of the entire series, and A 
and B are the lower and upper bounds after the transformation. It should be noted that the 
activation function cannot take the values 1 and 0 without infinitely large weights, implying that 
the network will never produce Qmax and Q,,. One way to resolve this problem is to let A be 
higher than 0 and B lower than 1. 
Appendix E 
Operating Rules for Reservoirs in Sudan and Ethiopia 
E. 1. Operating Rules for Roseires 
The first filling starts fnn June 20 every year if the U.S. level is less than 467 
meter meters; 
The second filling starts between September 1-26 every year according to the 
flood case, and the filling is done in 45 days to level 480 meters, which is 
equivalent to storage of 3 billion cubic meters 
E.2. Operating Rules for Roseires 
The filling of the reservoir is done is two periods; 
The first filling to level 417.20, and it starts on June 25 every year. The reservoir 
must reach 417.20 meters in the first half of July; 
The second filling starts with Roseires between September 1 to 26 every year and 
lasts for 45 days 
E.3. Operating Rules for Khashm El Girba 
The filling is done in two stages; 
The first filling is to level 462 meters and is done is July; 
The second filling is to level 473 and it starts after the flood period and the filling 
is done in September or in the first days of October according to the inflow of 
Atbara river. The corresponding storage is 1.3 billion cubic meters. 
E.4. The Release Rules used in the simulation for the Ethiopia 
Reservoirs 
